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Abstract

In this paper, a simple, general-purpose and effective toolfor the design of low-density parity-check (LDPC)
codes for iterative correction of bursts of erasures is presented. The design method consists in starting from the
parity-check matrix of an LDPC code and developing an optimized parity-check matrix, with the same performance
on the memory-less erasure channel, and suitable also for the iterative correction of single bursts of erasures. The
parity-check matrix optimization is performed by an algorithm called pivot searching and swapping (PSS) algorithm,
which executes permutations of carefully chosen columns ofthe parity-check matrix, after a local analysis of
particular variable nodes called stopping set pivots. Thisalgorithm can be in principle applied to any LDPC code.
If the input parity-check matrix is designed for achieving good performance on the memory-less erasure channel,
then the code obtained after the application of the PSS algorithm provides good joint correction of independent
erasures and single erasure bursts. Numerical results are provided in order to show the effectiveness of the PSS
algorithm when applied to different categories of LDPC codes.

Index Terms

LDPC codes, iterative decoding, burst erasure channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the problem of designing low-complexity codes for transmission on burst erasure channels,
especially low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [1], hasgained a certain interest (e.g. [2]–[14]). This
demand for burst erasure correcting codes can be explained by the fact that such codes are quite inter-
esting for several applications, including magnetic storage, wireless communications on correlated fading
channels, and even space communications. For instance, LDPC codes with good properties in terms of
correction of single bursts of erasures have been shown in [2] and [3] to represent a promising solution,
respectively, for the error control system in magnetic recording applications, and for communication on
correlated Rayleigh fading channels. Furthermore, it is currently under investigation the possibility to
implement LDPC-like codes at the upper layers of the communication stack, for correcting bursts of
packet erasures in space and satellite communication links[4], [5], in order to heavily reduce the use of
automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocols.

It has been shown in [15] that practically any(n, k) linear block code can be used to correct any
single burst ofn− k or less erasures, thus achieving the optimal correction capability of single bursts of
erasures. More specifically, it has been proved that, under very mild assumptions, it is possible to obtain
a (redundant) representation of the parity-check matrix for the code (called parity-check matrix in burst
correction form) that permits to recover from any pattern ofn−k or less contiguous erasures, by applying
a decoding algorithm whose computational complexity is quadratic in the codeword lengthn. The same
code can be then used in a communication system for erasure recovery both in scenarios with independent
bit erasures and in scenarios where the erasures occur in bursts. The decoding is performed according to
a two-step process: the received sequence is first processedby the burst correcting algorithm operating
on the parity-check matrix in burst correction form, and then by the decoding algorithm for independent
erasures correction, operating on a different parity-check matrix representation.
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This very general technique can be in principle applied alsoto LDPC codes. In this case, in the first
step of the decoding process, the burst erasure correcting decoder is applied, with quadratic complexity, to
the parity-check matrix in burst correction form; in the second step of the decoding process, the iterative
decoding [16] is performed on a low-density representationof the parity-check matrix.

In this paper, the possibility to construct LDPC codes, capable to perform recovery of both independent
erasures and bursts of erasures by exploitingonly the iterative decoder, is investigated. More specifically,
the approach consists in starting from an LDPC code parity-check matrix, usually designed in order
to achieve good performance on the (memory-less) binary erasure channel (BEC1), and then properly
modifying it in order to make it suitable also for theiterative correction of single bursts of erasures.

The performance of this single-step LDPC iterative decoding process is in general suboptimal, in burst
scenarios, with respect to the two-step technique proposedin [15], because of the suboptimal iterative
burst correction. However, avoiding the quadratic complexity burst correction step (which becomes an issue
for long LDPC codes) it only requires linear inn decoding complexity [16]. Furthermore, the proposed
algorithm used for making the parity-check matrix suitableto iterative correction of bursts of erasures,
besides being extremely simple, turns out to be also extremely effective, generating finite length LDPC
codes whose erasure burst correction capability is very close to its maximum possible value. Moreover,
if the input parity-check matrix is designed for achieving good performance on the (memory-less) BEC,
the optimized code can be used for transmission in both burstand independent erasure scenarios.

The present paper is strictly related to a number of recent works, i.e. [2], [3], [6], [9], [10]. In [2], a
key parameter is proposed as a measure of the robustness of anLDPC code to single bursts of erasures,
namely themaximum guaranteed resolvable erasure burst length, denoted byLmax. A general definition
of the parameterLmax, valid for any code, can be given as follows.

Definition 1: For a given code, a given parity-check matrix representation, and a given decoding
algorithm, the maximum guaranteed resolvable erasure burst length (Lmax) is the maximum length of
an erasure burst which is correctable independently of its position within the codeword.

As explicitly remarked in this definition,Lmax is not unique for a given code, heavily depending on both
the decoding algorithm and the parity-check matrix representation. For instance, for a given parity-check
matrix representation of an LDPC code, the value ofLmax is not the same with respect to the standard
iterative decoding algorithm or to the improved decoding algorithm proposed in [17]. In the sequel, the
standard iterative decoder for LDPC codes will be always considered. In [2], an algorithm for the efficient
computation ofLmax for LDPC codes under iterative decoding is developed.

An estimate of the optimal value ofLmax for LDPC codes, under standard iterative decoding, has been
proposed in [3]. Consider an LDPC code, and letp∗ denote the associated asymptotic decoding threshold
[18] on the BEC. Then, for sufficiently large codeword lengthn, there exists some proper permutation of
the parity-check matrix columns such thatLmax/n ≃ p∗. Then,⌊p∗n⌋ can be used as an estimate of the
maximum value ofLmax that can be obtained for the length-n LDPC code, by permuting the parity-check
matrix columns.

The maximum guaranteed resolvable erasure burst length foran LDPC code, under iterative decoding,
has a strong dependence on thestopping setspresent in the bipartite graph. The concept of stopping set
has been first introduced in [19]. By definition, a stopping set is any set of variable nodes such that any
check node connected to this set is connected to it at least twice. In [19], it is also proved that the union
of stopping sets is a stopping set, so that it is possible to define a maximal stopping set included in a
subset of the variable nodes, as the union of all the stoppingsets included in the subset. The residual
erased variable nodes (after iterative decoding) constitute the maximal stopping set included in the original
erasure pattern. Hence, a decoding failure takes place whenever the erasure pattern due to the channel
contains a stopping set.

The relation between stopping sets andLmax has been addressed in [6]. LetG be the LDPC code
bipartite graph, and letV = {V0, V1, . . . , Vn−1} be the set of the variable nodes. IfS = {Vi1, Vi2 , . . . , Vit},

1Throughout the paper the acronym BEC will be used to denote the standard memory-less binary erasure channel.
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with i1 < i2 < · · · < it, is a stopping set, then the span ofS is defined as1 + |it − i1|. Denoting by
µ(G) the minimum span of stopping sets (i.e. the minimum among thespans of all the stopping sets of
G), it follows thatLmax = µ(G)− 1. The span of the stopping sets, a concept of no interest on theBEC,
heavily affects the code performance when the erasures occur in bursts.

The concept of span of stopping sets is considered in [8], where a lower bound is found for the minimum
span of stopping sets for any regular LDPC code. More specifically, it is proved that the minimum span
of stopping sets satisfiesµ(G) ≥ δ, whereδ is the minimumzero spanin the parity-check matrix. A
zero-span is defined as a sequence of consecutive zeroes in a parity-check matrix row; in terms ofLmax

the bound isLmax ≥ δ − 1. In [8], a technique for constructing regular LDPC codes with goodLmax

is also presented. A class of protograph-based LDPC codes whose minimum stopping set size increases
linearly with the codeword lengthn, and hence suitable for transmission over burst erasure channels, has
been presented in [9].

The main contribution of this paper is the development of a greedy algorithm, which is able to modify
the parity-check matrix of an LDPC code, designed for erasure correction on the BEC, in order to make it
suitable also for the iterative correction of single erasure bursts. The present work extends and improves
some results from [10], where a former version of the algorithm was presented. The developed algorithm
is called pivot searching and swapping (PSS) algorithm, since it is based on the search and swap of the
pivotsof stopping sets. The novel concept of pivot of a stopping setwill be introduced in the next section.
According to the proposed approach, the parity-check matrix for iterative burst correction is generated
by only performing column permutations on the input parity-check matrix. Hence, the sparseness of the
matrix is not altered by the algorithm, and the iterative decoder applied to the new parity-check matrix
leads, on the BEC, to exactly the same performance as the original one. If the parity-check matrix received
in input by the algorithm is designed for achieving good performance on the BEC, then the code obtained
after the application of the PSS algorithm provides good joint correction of independent erasures and
single erasure bursts, within a single-step decoding scheme, only exploiting the iterative decoder.

A related algorithm, developed in [13], combines column permutations with column eliminations to
improve the codeLmax. On the other hand, as remarked above, only column permutations are performed
by the algorithm proposed in this paper, based on the conceptof stopping set pivot. A second related
algorithm, based on permutations of the parity check matrixcolumns, has been developed in [12] for
obtaining improved LDPC codes for the correction of two or more bursts of erasures. The metric adopted
in [12] to measure the code performance is based on the concepts of average distance between elements
and minimum distance between elements, and is different from Lmax. We also point out the LDPC code
construction technique, based on circulant matrices, proposed in [14] and aimed at obtaining LDPC codes
with a good compromise between correction of random erasures and erasure bursts. Differently from the
approach in [14], the algorithm developed in this paper can be applied to improve the robustness to a
single erasure burst of any LDPC code.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the concept of pivot of a stopping set is presented, some
properties of the pivots of stopping sets are proved, and an efficient algorithm for finding some pivots of a
given stopping set is proposed. Section III is devoted to thedetailed description of the PSS algorithm. In
Section IV some numerical results are presented, showing the improvement in terms ofLmax achievable
by applying the PSS algorithm to different types of LDPC codes. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. PIVOTS OF STOPPINGSETS

In this section, the novel concept of pivots of a stopping setis introduced. It is given proof that the
minimum number of pivots for any stopping set is two, and an efficient algorithm for finding some pivots
of a given stopping set is developed.

For any LDPC code, and for any stopping set of the LDPC code, wedefinesubgraph induced by the
stopping setthe bipartite graph composed of the variable nodes which arepart of the stopping set, the
check nodes connected (necessarily at least once) to these variable nodes, and the edges connecting such
variable nodes and such check nodes. The key concept ofpivot of a stopping set is defined next.
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Definition 2: Let G be the subgraph induced by a stopping setS of an LDPC code. A variable node
V is called pivot of the stopping set if the following propertyholds: if the value ofV is known and the
value of all the other variable nodes ofG is unknown, then the iterative decoder applied toG is able to
successfully recover from the erasure pattern.

According to this definition, if the variable nodeV is pivot for a stopping setS, then the set of variable
nodesS/{V } is not a stopping set for the LDPC code and contains no stopping sets.

As recalled in the previous section, the iterative decoder is not able to recover from a starting erasure
pattern caused by the channel when this erasure pattern includes at least one stopping set. In particular,
the set of variable nodes which remain uncorrected at the endof the decoding process is the maximal
stopping set included in the starting erasure pattern, i.e.the union of all the stopping sets included in
it. The residual graph at the end of the decoding process is the subgraph induced by the stopping set.
What we point out with the above definition is that, among the variable nodes in this residual graph, one
should distinguish between pivot and non-pivot variable nodes: if the value of at least one of the pivots
was known, then the decoding would be successful. This is thebasic idea exploited in the optimization
algorithm presented in the next section.

It is important to underline that not all the stopping sets have pivots. For instance, the stopping set of
size 6 with the induced subgraph depicted in Fig. 1 has no pivots, while the stopping set of size 4 with
the induced subgraph depicted in Fig. 2 has two pivots,V1 andV2. The concept ofspan of pivots, defined
next, will be used in Section III.

Definition 3: Let S be a stopping set with pivots, and letVp and Vq be, respectively, the pivot ofS
with minimum index and the pivot ofS with maximum index. Then, the span of the pivots ofS is then
defined asq − p + 1 2.

The next lemma points out an important property of the structure of stopping sets characterized by the
presence of pivots.

Lemma 1:No stopping setS with pivots exists whose induced subgraph is composed by disjoint graphs.
Proof: It is well known that the union of stopping sets is a stopping set [19]. Hence, the union of

stopping sets with unconnected induced subgraphs is a stopping set. LetG be the subgraph induced by a
stopping set, and letG = G1 ∪ G2, with G1 andG2 unconnected. In such a condition, even if a variable
nodeVα is pivot with respect toG1, it cannot be pivot for the whole stopping set, because no variable
node inG2 can be corrected from the knowledge of the value ofVα only. Analogously, even if a variable
nodeVβ is pivot with respect toG2, it cannot be pivot for the whole stopping set. Hence, the stopping set
has no pivots.

For a given stopping set of an LDPC code, the problem of findingall the stopping set pivots could be in
principle solved by considering the subgraph induced by thestopping set, and by trying, for each variable
node, whether the property expressed by Definition 2 is verified. However, there are some complexity
issues when following this approach. In fact, this technique would be computationally onerous, especially
for stopping sets with large size, and when iteratively usedas a subroutine of some algorithm (like that
one proposed in the next section). The complexity of this pivot searching algorithm could be reduced by
exploiting the following lemma, which defines a necessary condition for a variable node to be a stopping
set pivot.

Lemma 2:Necessary condition for a variable node belonging to a stopping setS to be pivot forS, is
that the variable node is connected to at least one check nodewith degree 2 in the subgraph induced by
S.

Proof: If no such check node is connected to the variable node, even if the value of the variable node
is known, no further correction can be performed by the iterative decoder. In fact, after the elimination

2The fact that a stopping set with pivots has at least two pivots will be proved in Theorem 1.
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from the graph of the variable node and of all the edges connected to it, every check node continues to
have a degree at least 2.

According to Lemma 2, the search can be restricted only to thevariable nodes which are connected to
at least one check node of degree 2 in the subgraph induced by the stopping set.

We propose next an alternative and more efficient algorithm for the search of stopping set pivots. This
algorithm is in general not able to find all the pivots of a given stopping set, and its success is bound to
the condition that at least one pivot for the stopping set is already available. However, for the purposes
of the optimization algorithm of LDPC on burst erasure channels described in the next section, where
two pivots for each stopping set are always available, this algorithm comes out to be extremely effective.
The proposed pivot searching algorithm is based on the following lemma. It defines a simple, sufficient
condition for a variable node to be a stopping set pivot.

Lemma 3:Sufficient condition for a variable nodeVα belonging to a stopping setS to be pivot forS,
is that there exists someVβ ∈ S and some check node such thatVβ is pivot for S, the check node has
degree 2 in the subgraph induced byS and it is connected toVα andVβ .

Proof: Let C be the check node connected toVα andVβ, with degree 2 in the subgraph induced by
S. If the value of the variable nodeVα is known, and the value of all the other variable nodes inS is
unknown, thenC is capable to correct the variable nodeVβ. SinceVβ is a pivot ofS by hypothesis, then
all the variable nodes of the stopping set will be corrected.

Combining Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 it is possible to prove the following result.

Theorem 1:If a stopping setS has pivots, then it has at least two pivots.
Proof: Let the variable nodeVα be a pivot ofS. For Lemma 2,Vα must have at least one connection

towards a check nodeC, with degree 2 in the subgraph induced byS. Let Vβ be the second variable node
connected toC. From Lemma 3, this is sufficient to conclude thatVβ is a pivot ofS. Thus, the number
of pivots is at least two.

The variable nodesVα andVβ in the statement of Lemma 3 will be referred to as neighboringpivots.
If it is known that the variable nodeV is a pivot of a certain stopping set, then all its neighboringpivots
can be found by looking, among the check nodes connected toV , for check nodes with degree 2 in the
subgraph induced by the stopping set. Based on Lemma 3, we propose the following pivot searching
algorithm for a stopping setS of an LDPC code. As remarked above, the hypothesis is that at least one
pivot of the stopping set is already available at the beginning of the algorithm.

Pivot Searching Algorithm.
• [Initalization] SetP(0) equal to the available (non-empty) set of pivots ofS. SetP̂(0) = P(0).
• [P(ℓ) expansion] For each stopping set pivotV ∈ P̂(ℓ), apply Lemma 3 in order to find the set̂P(V )

of the neighboring pivots ofV . Set

P(ℓ+1) =
(⋃

V

P̂(V )
)

∪ P(ℓ). (1)

Set

P̂(ℓ+1) = P(ℓ+1)/P(ℓ). (2)

• [Stopping criterion] If P̂(ℓ+1) is equal to the empty set, stop and returnP(ℓ). Else, setℓ = ℓ + 1 and
goto theP(ℓ) expansionstep.

If only one pivot is available at the beginning of the algorithm (|P(0)| = 1), since at least one neighboring
pivot must exist for the available pivot, the minimum numberof pivots returned by the algorithm is 2. At
each step of the algorithm, the sufficient condition expressed by Lemma 3 is applied to the new pivots
found at the previous step. The algorithm is stopped as soon as no new pivots are found. For instance,
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consider the stopping set of size 8 whose induced subgraph isdepicted in Fig. 3, where the variable nodes
V2, V4, V6, V7 and V8 are supposed to be the stopping set pivots. In this figure, thecheck nodes with
degree 2 in the subgraph induced by the stopping set, and connecting the neighboring pivots, have been
depicted as filled square nodes, while the other check nodes have been depicted as non-filled square nodes.
If P(0) = P̂(0) = {V2}, then it followsP(1) = {V2, V4}, P̂(1) = {V4}, P(2) = {V2, V4, V6}, P̂(2) = {V6},
andP(3) = {V2, V4, V6}, P̂(3) = { }. The set of pivotsP(2) is returned by the algorithm. Note that the
pivots V7 andV8 cannot be found by the algorithm, forP(0) = {V2}.

This pivot searching algorithm is exploited in the optimization algorithm for LDPC codes on burst
erasure channels, presented in the next section. The key forthe application of the pivots searching algorithm
is the following observation: if for a given LDPC code with maximum guaranteed resolvable burst length
Lmax, a burst of lengthLmax + 1 is non-resolvable, then two pivots of the maximal stopping set included
in the burst can be always immediately found.

III. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM FOR LDPC CODES ONBURST ERASURE CHANNELS

After having defined the concept of stopping set pivots, in this section we present the LDPC codes
optimization algorithm for burst erasure channels.

For an LDPC code with maximum guaranteed resolvable erasureburst lengthLmax, any single erasure
burst of lengthL ≤ Lmax can be corrected by the iterative decoder independently of the burst position
within the codeword of lengthn. On the contrary, there exists at least one erasure burst of lengthLmax+1,
starting on some variable nodeVj, which is non-correctable by the iterative decoder. This implies that
this erasure burst includes some stopping sets. Next, it is proved that the maximal stopping set included
in the burst (defined as the union of all the stopping sets included in the burst) has at least two pivots.
Specifically, the variable nodesVj andVj+Lmax, i.e. the first and the last variable nodes in the burst, are
pivots.

Theorem 2:Let Lmax be the maximum guaranteed resolvable burst length of an LDPCcode under
iterative decoding, and let the erasure burst of lengthLmax + 1 starting on the variable nodeVj and
ending on the variable nodeVj+Lmax, be non-correctable. Then,Vj andVj+Lmax are pivots for the maximal
stopping set included in the burst.

Proof: Let S be the maximal stopping set included in the non-correctableerasure burst of length
Lmax + 1, and letG be the subgraph induced byS. By hypothesis, an erasure burst of lengthLmax,
starting on the variable nodeVj and ending on the variable nodeVj+Lmax−1, can be corrected by the
iterative decoder. This implies that if the value of the variable nodeVj+Lmax is known, then the iterative
decoder applied toG is able to successfully correct all the variable nodes in themaximal stopping set.
Hence,Vj+Lmax is a pivot ofS.

Analogously, an erasure burst of lengthLmax, starting on the variable nodeVj+1 and ending on the
variable nodeVj+Lmax, can be corrected by the iterative decoder. By reasoning in the same way, it is
proved thatVj is a pivot ofS.

The theorem implies that the pivots’ span of the maximal stopping set included in the erasure burst
of length Lmax + 1 is equal toLmax + 1. By combining Lemma 1 with Theorem 2 we also obtain the
following result on the structure of the maximal stopping set included in a non-correctable erasure burst
of lengthLmax + 1.

Corollary 1: Let Lmax be the maximum guaranteed resolvable burst length of an LDPCcode under
iterative decoding. Let the erasure burst of lengthLmax + 1, starting on the variable nodeVj, be non-
correctable, and letS be the maximal stopping set included in the burst. Then, the subgraphG induced
by S is composed of non-disjoint bipartite graphs, i.e. a path exists from any variable node inG to any
other variable node inG.

The optimization algorithm for LDPC codes on burst erasure channels is described next. It receives an
LDPC code parity-check matrix in input, and returns an LDPC code parity-check matrix with improved
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performance in environments where erasures occur in bursts. This algorithm performs some permutations
of the input LDPC code variable nodes, in order to increase its maximum guaranteed resolvable burst
length, thus improving its burst erasure correction capability. Neither the input code degree distribution nor
the connections between the variable and the check nodes aremodified by the algorithm. As a consequence,
the input LDPC code and the LDPC code returned by the algorithm have the same degree distribution
and the same performance on the memory-less erasure channel.

Consider an LDPC code with maximum guaranteed resolvable burst lengthLmax, let V denote the
ensemble of all its variable nodes, and suppose that the iterative decoder is not able to successfully
recover from a numberNB of erasure bursts of lengthLmax + 1 (some of the non-correctable erasure
bursts might be partly overlapped). LetV (i, f) andV (i, l) be, respectively, the first and the last variable node
of the i-th uncorrectable burst, withi = 1, . . . , NB, and letB(i) be the set of all variable nodes included in
the i-th burst. According to Theorem 2, thei-th uncorrectable burst contains a maximal stopping setS

(i)
max

which includesV (i, f) andV (i, l) among its pivots, and other pivots of this stopping set can beeventually
found by the pivot searching algorithm presented in the previous section. Suppose that one of these pivots
is swapped with a variable nodẽV (i) not included inB(i) such that, after the swapping, the pivots’ span of
S

(i)
max becomes larger thanLmax +1 (see Fig. 4). For any starting erasure pattern given by an erasure burst

of lengthLmax + 1, the value of at least one pivot ofS(i)
max is now known, and the considered stopping

set will be resolvable for any possible position of such burst.
If this procedure is applied to each uncorrectable erasure burst, each maximal stopping setS(i)

max (i =
1, . . . , NB) becomes resolvable for any possible burst position. This does not necessarily imply that the
erasure burst lengthLmax+1 will be resolvable at the end of the swapping procedure, since any swap could
in principle reduce the pivots’ span of some other stopping set. On the other hand, all our numerical results
reveal that this approach is indeed very effective up to values of the erasure burst lengthL extremely
close to⌊p∗n⌋.

If the sequence ofNB variable node permutations makes the erasure burst lengthLmax + 1 resolvable
for any position of the burst, then the new burst lengthLmax + 2 is considered. On the contrary, a failure
is declared, all the permutations are refused, and a new sequence ofNB permutations is performed. The
algorithm ends when a maximum numberFmax of subsequent failures is reached, for the same burst
length. TheLmax optimization algorithm is formalized in the following. Thealgorithm input is an LDPC
code with maximum guaranteed resolvable burst lengthLmax.

Pivot Searching and Swapping (PSS) Algorithm

• [Initialization] Set L = Lmax + 1.
• [Pivot searching step] Set F = 0. Find all the uncorrectable erasure bursts of lengthL, and let the

number of such bursts beNB. For eachi = 1, . . . , NB, find all the pivots which are neighbors of
V (i, f) and all the pivots which are neighbors ofV (i, l). Let Pi be the set of pivots found for the burst
i.

• [Pivot swapping step] For eachi = 1, . . . , NB:
1- Randomly choose a pivotV (i)

p in P(i).
2- If V

(i)
p 6= V (i, f) andV

(i)
p 6= V (i, l), then randomly choose a variable node

Ṽ (i) ∈ V/
(

B(i) ∪
( ⋃

j 6=i

P(j)
)
∪ {Ṽ (1), . . . , Ṽ (i−1)}

)

, (3)

and swapV (i)
p and Ṽ (i).

Else, if V
(i)
p = V (i, f), then randomly choose a variable nodeṼ (i) as from (3), and such that the

index of Ṽ (i) is smaller than the index ofV (i, f). SwapV
(i)
p and Ṽ (i).

Else, if V
(i)
p = V (i, l), then randomly choose a variable nodeṼ (i) as from (3), and such that the

index of Ṽ (i) is larger than the index ofV (i, l). SwapV
(i)
p and Ṽ (i).
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• [Stopping criterion] If the erasure burst length is not resolvable, setF = F + 1. If F = Fmax, stop
and return the new LDPC code withLmax = L − 1. If F < Fmax goto Pivot swapping step.

Else, if the erasure burst lengthL is resolvable, setL = L + 1 and gotoPivot searching step.

For each non-resolvable burst, the randomly chosen pivotV
(i)
p is swapped with a variable nodẽV (i) in

order to guarantee that pivots’ span ofS
(i)
max after the swapping is greater thanLmax + 1. If V

(i)
p 6= V (i, f)

andV
(i)
p 6= V (i, l), then Ṽ (i) is randomly chosen inV/B(i), with the exclusion of the available pivots for

the maximal stopping sets of the other non-correctable bursts, and of the variable nodes already swapped
for the previously considered bursts. IfV

(i)
p = V (i, f), there are some cases where the pivots’ span ofS

(i)
max

after the swapping might be not greater thanLmax + 1, i.e. when the index of̃V (i) is larger than, and
sufficiently close to, the index ofV (i, l). For this reason, ifV (i, f) is selected,̃V (i) is chosen among the
variable nodes with index smaller thanV (i, f). Analogously, ifV (i, l) is selected,̃V (i) is chosen among the
variable nodes with index larger thanV (i, l).

The PSS algorithm is extremely flexible and can be in principle applied to any LDPC code, indepen-
dently of its structure, code rate and codeword length. For instance, it can be applied to either regular or
irregular LDPC codes, both computer generated (e.g. IRA [20], eIRA3 [21] [22] or GeIRA [23] codes
generated according to the PEG algorithm [24]–[26], protograph codes [27], [28]) and algebraically
generated (e.g. LDPC codes based on finite geometries [29], [30]). The optimized code returned by
the algorithm has the same performance as the input code on the memory-less erasure channel, but is
characterized by an increased capability of correcting single erasure bursts. Then, the PSS algorithm can
be used within a two-step design approach, consisting in first generating a good LDPC code for the
memory-less erasure channel, and then improving it for burst correction. This approach leads to LDPC
codes with good performance in environments where the erasures are independent, and where the erasures
occur in bursts. The algorithm can be also applied to alreadyimplemented LDPC codes: in this case, it
can be interpreted as a tool for the design of anad hocinterleaver which will increase the robustness of
the code to erasure bursts.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, some numerical results on theLmax improvement achievable by applying the PSS
algorithm are shown. Five examples are provided. The first four examples are given for LDPC codes with
rateR = 1/2 and different construction methods; the fifth one for a rateR = 0.8752 LDPC code. The four
rate-1/2 codes are, respectively, a(3, 6)-regular(2640, 1320) LDPC code with Margulis construction [31],
[32], an irregular(1008, 504) LDPC code generated with the PEG algorithm, a(2000, 1000) IRA code
generated with the PEG algorithm and a(2048, 1024) GeIRA code generated with the PEG algorithm. The
IRA and GeIRA codes construction was performed by first generating, respectively, the double-diagonal
and multi-diagonal part of the parity-check matrix corresponding to the parity bits, and then generating
the systematic part with the PEG algorithm, also considering the 1s already positioned in the parity part.
The IRA code is characterized by uniform check node distribution and by a regular systematic part of
the parity-check matrix, with all the variable nodes corresponding to the systematic bits having degree
5. The GeIRA code is characterized by feedback polynomial (for the recursive convolutional encoder)
g(D) = 1 + D + D420, and by uniform check node distribution. The degree multiplicity for the variable
nodes corresponding to the parity bits is1(1), 419(2), 604(3), while the degree multiplicity of the variable
nodes corresponding to the systematic bits is885(3), 85(13), 54(14). Finally, the rate0.8752 code is a
(4, 32)-regular(4608, 4033) LDPC code generated with the PEG algorithm (the parity-check matrix for
this code is(256 × 4608), with one redundant row). The bipartite graphs of the(2640, 1320) Margulis

3There actually is a difference between IRA codes and eIRA codes, albeit small. In particular, the row weight for the systematic part of
the parity-check matrix is constant according to the definition of an IRA code in [20]. Further, according to [20], the systematic part of the
parity-check matrix must be a (low-density) generator matrix for an IRA code (meaning that it has more columns than rows). Neither of
these contraints are necessary for eIRA codes.
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code and of the(1008, 504) irregular code are both available in [33], where the degree distribution of the
irregular code is also specified. The bipartite graph of the(2000, 1000) IRA code, (2048, 1024) GeIRA
code and high rate code were generated independently.

The results obtained with the application of the PSS algorithm (with Fmax = n) to the five codes are
summarized in Table I. In this table,n−k represents the maximum possible value forLmax, which can be
obtained by generating the parity-check matrix in burst correction form and applying to it the quadratic
complexity decoding algorithm, as explained in [15]. For each code, the value ofLmax for the original
code, and the estimate of the maximum value ofLmax achievable with column permutations (⌊p∗n⌋, as
suggested in [3]), are also shown. At the bottom of the table,LPSS

max denotes the maximum guaranteed
resolvable burst length for the code returned by the algorithm.

The starting value ofLmax for the Margulis code (1033) was already quite close to⌊p∗n⌋. On the
contrary, the values ofLmax exhibited by the other codes (86, 403, 495 and 287 respectively) were
quite poor with respect to⌊p∗n⌋, especially for the irregular(1008, 504) PEG code. When applied to
the Margulis code, the PSS algorithm returned a code with an excellent value ofLPSS

max, even larger than
⌊p∗n⌋. This result leads to a relevant conclusion: it is possible to construct finite length LDPC codes with
moderate codeword length, such thatLmax > ⌊p∗n⌋. Furthermore, for the irregular PEG code, the IRA
code, the GeIRA code and the high rate regular code, the values of LPSS

max produced by algorithm were quite
close to (though lower than)⌊p∗n⌋. These examples reveal the extreme effectiveness of the PSSalgorithm
for a wide range of LDPC construction methods. As a comparison, in [7, Example 3], a(4, 32)-regular
(4608, 4033) quasi cyclic LDPC code, whose construction is based on circulant permutation matrices, is
proposed for burst erasure correction. This code is characterized byLmax = 375. As it can be observed
in Table I, the original(4, 32)-regular code generated by the PEG algorithm has a value ofLmax smaller
than 375; however, the PSS algorithm was able to improve thisvalue beyond 375, up to 425.

It should be observed that for LDPC codes characterized by systematic IRA-like encoding, the double-
diagonal structure allowing efficient encoding is lost due to the column permutations executed by the
algorithm. In this case, the variable node permutation can be interpreted as an extra interleaving step to
be performed on the transmitter side prior of encoding. An alternative approach for such codes consists
in limiting the algorithm permutations to the systematic variable nodes only, in order to avoid the extra
interleaving step. In this case, however, the achievable values ofLmax are smaller than those which can be
obtained by applying the permutation to all the parity-check matrix columns. For example, we obtained
Lmax = 607 for the (2000, 1000) IRA code of Table I.

In order to give a more precise idea about theLmax improvement capability of the PSS algorithm,
consider Table II, where the details of how the algorithm worked for the(4, 32)-regular code are provided.
In each table entry two integer numbers are shown: the integer on the top is a value of erasure burst length,
while the integer on the bottom is the number of uncorrectable positions registered for that erasure burst
length (denoted byNB in the formalization of the algorithm proposed in the previous section). The burst
lengths not shown in the table are those ones for whichNB = 0 was registered. Hence, for instance, the
first erasure burst length that was recognized as non-resolvable for some burst position, wasL = 288: for
this length, one non-resolvable burst position was found. By applying the pivot searching and swapping
principle, a column permutation was obtained which made thelengthL = 288 resolvable for any burst
position. Assuming this permuted version of the parity-check matrix, the burst lengthL = 289 was
investigated, and three burst positions where recognized as non-resolvable (NB = 3). Again, a column
permutation was found that guaranteed the lengthL = 289 to be resolvable for any burst position, and so
on up to the burst lengthL = 426, for which the algorithm failed. As it can be observed from Table II,
for some values ofL the algorithm was able to correct a relatively large number of uncorrectable burst
positions, e.g.NB = 12 for L = 395 andL = 400, NB = 13 for L = 389 andNB = 18 for L = 403.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a simple and effective algorithm for the optimization of LDPC codes on burst erasure
channels, under iterative decoding, has been developed. The application of the proposed algorithm to a
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TABLE I

ORIGINAL AND IMPROVED VALUES OF Lmax FOR THE FIVE INVESTIGATEDLDPC CODES.

Margulis PEG irregular PEG IRA PEG GeIRA PEG regular

(n, k) (2640, 1320) (1008, 504) (2000, 1000) (2048, 1024) (4608, 4033)
R 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.8752

n − k 1320 504 1000 1024 575
Lmax 1033 86 403 495 287
⌊p∗n⌋ 1133 473 861 946 445

LPSS
max 1135 446 852 914 425

TABLE II

NUMBER OF UNCORRECTABLE BURST POSITIONS AND CORRESPONDING ERASURE BURST LENGTHS FOR THE(4608, 4033) REGULAR

LDPC CODE .

288 289 290 300 322 328 330 334 335 337 340
1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

344 352 354 356 361 362 365 368 373 374 376
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 2 8

377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387
2 6 4 5 3 5 9 6 8 6 9

388 389 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398
5 13 6 2 5 9 7 12 3 9 7

399 400 401 402 403 404 405 406 411 412 414
8 12 7 5 18 1 6 1 2 1 3

415 416 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426
3 2 2 2 3 5 4 6 5 4 9

given LDPC parity-check matrix leads to a new parity-check matrix, characterized by properly permuted
columns, with a notable improvement in terms of maximum guaranteed resolvable burst length. At each
step of the algorithm, the columns to be permuted are carefully chosen on the basis of a local stopping set
pivot analysis for the uncorrectable burst positions. The optimized code has the same performance as the
original code on the BEC. Hence, if the input parity-check matrix is optimized in order to achieve good
performance on the memory-less erasure channel, then the resulting code can be used for communication
both in scenarios with independent erasures and in scenarios where the erasures occur in bursts, by only
exploiting the linear complexity iterative decoder. Numerical results have been presented, showing the
effectiveness of the proposed approach for a wide range of LDPC code constructions.

APPENDIX

ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY

In this appendix, we discuss some complexity issues for the PSS algorithm. Specifically, given an
LDPC code with maximum guaranteed resolvable burst lengthLmax = L, we evaluate the complexity to
obtain an improved code for which the erasure burst lengthL + 1 is resolvable. As from the algorithm
formalization given in Section III, we see that the operations required for making the burst lengthL + 1
resolvable are:

1. Search of the unresolvable length-(L+1) burst positions within the codeword (their number is denoted
by NB).

2. Search of the pivots for each of theNB unresolvable burst positions.
3. Selection ofNB pivots.
4. Selection ofNB variable nodes.
5. Variable node swapping.
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6. Search of the possible unresolvable length-(L + 1) burst positions within the codeword.
7. Variable node swapping back if the erasure burst lengthL + 1 is non-resolvable.

The steps 1 and 2 are performed only once. Denoting byFact the actual number of trials needed to obtain
the code for which the erasure burst lengthL + 1 is resolvable, the steps 3 to 6 are performedFact times,
while the step 7 is performedFact− 1 times (since the permutation is accepted at the trialFact).

The overall complexity is the summation of the complexitiesand is dominated by the complexity
of the steps 1 and 6, both requiring to performn − L iterative decoding operations, each one with a
starting erasure pattern of sizeL + 1. The complexity involved with the other steps is negligiblefrom
a practical perspective, due to the very simple operations performed (variable node selection or variable
node swapping) and to the fact that the numberNB of uncorrectable bursts of lengthLmax +1 is typically
on the order of a few units, as shown for instance in Table II for the (4608, 4033) code. The overall
complexity is then given by the complexity required to perform (Fact + 1)(n − L) iterative decoding
operations, each one forL + 1 unknown bits. The numberFact of trials needed to succeed is usually
quite small, typically ranging from a few units to a few tens.For example, in the optimization of the
(2000, 1000) code of Table I,Fact was above 50 in one case only and typically less than 10. Beingthe
LDPC iterative decoder complexity linear, the complexity required for generating a code withLmax > L
starting from a code withLmax = L is then quadratic in the codeword lengthn.

For the codes presented in Table I, the overall time to obtainthe code withLmax = LPSS
max starting from

the original code ranged from less than three minutes for the(1008, 504) code to about one hour and ten
minutes for the(4608, 4033) code (whose parity-check matrix is the least sparse).
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V2V1 V4V3 V5 V6

Fig. 1. Example of subgraph induced by a stopping set of size 6, with no pivots.

mm mm
V2V1 V4V3

Fig. 2. Example of subgraph induced by a stopping set of size 4. The variable nodesV1 andV2 are pivots for the stopping set, the variable
nodesV3 andV4 are not pivots.
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mm mm m mm mV2V1 V4V3 V5 V7V6 V8

Fig. 3. Example of subgraph induced by a size-8 stopping set with pivots {V2, V4, V6, V7, V8}. If P0 = {V2}, then the set of pivots found
by the pivot searching algorithm is{V2, V4, V6}.
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max is swapped with the variable nodẽV (i) (not in B(i)) in order to make the pivots’ span
greater thanLmax + 1.
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